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Enfolded by Holes
A Diagram of Openings

Before we get started in earnest, put down this book a moment,
place together the pinky sides of your right and left hands, your
palms before your face, and just study your open hands a few
seconds. My apologies if you are in public.
First of all, while a little bit cheesy, we can make a
comparison between this modest exercise and the image of an
open book. Due to my appeal for your brief examination, the
hands are separated from your more natural body movements,
making it easier to call the gesture an image. If viewed outside of
the flow of a book, an open book is an image. An open book has
a certain status as an icon and we have a metaphor for the open
book: she’s an open book—someone we perceive to be forthcoming,
or it’s an open book—something easily understood. In the open
book metaphor everything is known.
I have another request: put yourself in my seat as an occasional
essayist interested in describing an open book as accurately as
possible. Guiding you will be your personal experience with
several complicated books. You might not want to rely too heavily

on pictures of the books you’re describing. If you apply the open
book metaphor to images of open books, it’s possible the reader
could go away with the belief she can see all there is to know about
the books without ever having taken them in hand. You would be
wary because you would recognize the physical experience of the
books you’re going to describe as having the potential of far more
complexity than your comments or any pictures you can provide.
You might concede then and opt for highly recommending that the
reader get her hands on them someday, if possible. The long and
the short of it is you could perhaps consider any photographic
documentation of an open book as a gap between you and the
books themselves. Or, if you have ever seen a book locked in a case
or vitrine, opened to a single visible spread, the protected space
that obstructs your ability to turn its pages and see the rest of it is
analogous to this gap of understanding.
I have come to think of an open book as a hole or an opening.
Picture an open book in your mind’s eye and what do you see? I
see one dominant but blank image with a line down the middle,
slight staircase stacks on the right and left hand sides, and all of
this framed somewhat by the cover. I would say the staircases on
either side are signs of the past and future, while the dominant part
of the image is like the present. Not to change the nature of the
discussion entirely, but I often feel as if I’m personally wrapped up
in the present even while it seems missing and separate from my
sense of self. I’m more likely to be conscious of where I once was,
or where it is I will be, over any conscious awareness of myself in
the present moment. I think of an open book similarly: as centered
on what is present at the moment and therefore representing a gap,
an opening, between past and future pages.
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Return to your open hands gesture for a minute, but this time
consider your movements in their entirety. There is the coming
together of the hands and then a separation from one another,
seemingly opening a gap between them. I won’t ask you to
keep doing this, but when I attempt to perform the gesture over
and over, my body picks up on a pattern of flipping repeatedly
between my open hands and the backs of my hands and what
is created between is an open sphere. Because the sphere is
so abstract, I wouldn’t say that understanding it is critical to
understanding my point.
The more immediate purpose for the gestures is that I find
something suggestive in the movements of the body pertaining to
book openings. Simultaneous body movements may get organized
linearly, but they overlap when you reflect on them; I think of a
book’s openings likewise. Furthermore, we have categories of the
body, such as the right and left hand, that we may put together
or remove from one another, making for a momentary pause,
but these movements are still connected to the body as a whole.
Openings are a momentary stasis in an itinerary of reading. By
stasis I mean the balance of opposite forces that temporarily
hamper motion. Stasis could also mean utter flow prevention, say
a blockage of the body’s fluids due to some condition. I would
compare this particular definition to our image of an open book,
which has the book broken down into more or less unchanging
sections. I’m more interested in dealing here with the connection
of movements, which I see as directly correlating with openings.
Just as our bodies are made to fold and unfold with little effort
(though admittedly with wear and tear over time), folding could
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be a way of thinking about connected movements. Folds, it turns
out, have a lot in common with openings. What I will attempt to
do here is to describe openings with the help of concrete examples
involving the act of folding paper. I’ll be referring to simple paper
folds as illustrations. If you have a standard sheet of letter-sized
paper handy, feel free to make the folds along with me as a guide
to the concepts I’ll be discussing.
Begin with the paper held horizontally, fold it in half, and
then open it. The two resulting sides are convergent; the fold
distinguishes the sides from one another, yet it is also where they
seem to merge, uniting together. This relates to José Soler’s metabook—meta because it makes a subject of the nature of books—in
which most of the intermittent texts references hands or holding
hands. For example, “You see two hands holding one another” or
“You see two hands holding each other forming a V.”1 I see this
last bit of text as referring to the right and left hand sides of the
book opening, held together in the gutter. The V formation of
two people holding hands is comparable to the angle of a book
opening viewed from the head or tail. You may also recall my
referring earlier to two categories of the body that come together.
Toward the end of his book, Soler states, “You have to introduce
the concept of openness [.] You have to allow the chance that at
any given time the circle could open so anyone could leave or
join.” I admit that the idea of holding hands and joining circles
seems sentimental at first, but more potent, I think, is what Soler
describes as a flexible boundary.
The final passage of Soler’s book refers to a dance of many
hands, as in the past and future readers of the book. It reads:
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